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Measurements Rate NCW SMT
Low-Voltage J FETs Under
Consistent Cond¡t¡ons
An Update Using Modern JFETs
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In 2013, Dimitri Danyuk wrote an article titled "Measurements Rate

SMT Low-Voltage JFETs Under Consistent Conditions," which presented

apples-to-apples test results for noise densities for several low-noise

discrete, sudace-mount technology (SMT) n-JFETs. New JFETs have

appeared on the market in the last five years, so he decided to extend

his design note from 2013. The tests used the same operating conditions

so that designers can make a fair comparison for their applications.
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There are several benefits to using contemporary
junction field effect transistors (JFETs), which have

noise voltages (Vn) equal to those found in low-noise

bipolarjunction transistors (BJTs). JFETs also have

considerably lower noise current (IJ and outperform
bipolar transistors on low-frequency noise at source

impedances of several kilohms and above. JFETs are

also more linear than bipolar devices due to their
square law transfer characteristics compared to the
exponential transfer characteristics in BJTs. JFETs

can tolerate higher input signals and not rely so

much on the feedback to correct distortion.
Input signals can contain substantial out-of-

band components (e.9., ultrasound noise "from
over-sampled noise-shaping DACs, interference
from switched mode power supplies, RF from cell
phones, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth devices, etc.). If the input
device is nonlinear, these out-of-band signals can

be rectified. As a result, an unwanted envelope of
rectified waveform appears at the output in addition
to the desired signal. BJTs have forward-biased
base-emitter junctions and JFETs have a reversed
(or zero) biased p-n junction, This fact, together
with exponential transfer in BJTs explain why BJT

devices exhibit greater susceptibility to out-of-band
signals compared with JFETs.

Another distinct difference between the BlTs and

the JFETs is that the input control variable for a BJT

is a current, while for the JFET, it is a voltage. JFETs

do not need a biasing current for normal operation
and generally don't require DC blocking capacitor to
prevent affecting the DC biasing current from the
previous stage or from the signal source.

A IFET has an input voltage noise closely related
to the Johnson noise of the conducting channel:

d

where g. is the transconductance:
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where g,.no is the transconductance at Vss = 0, thus:
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Vn varies only slightly as drain current (I¿) is

varied (4th root dependence), four times increase in I¿

reduces noise voltage square root of two times (3 dB).

The Vn in JFETs will be lowest when the devices
are operated at zero Vn, (Io = I¿rr) or slightly
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positive Vn., where transconductance (9n,',) is at
its highest value. This will be true only if device

dissipation is moderate in relation to the heat
dissipation capability of the JFET package. It is also

important to maintain drain-gate voltage well below

the gate current (In) breakpoint.
A IFET input current noise is proportional to

frequency:
)
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where Cn. is the gate to channel capacitance. While

bipolar transistors may have low-voltage noise, the

current noise at low frequencies is much larger
than for JFETs due to the electronic shot (Schottky)

noise Ir:

1, = Jzqro

where q is the elementary charge and 16 is the DC

base bias current. Due to the very low gate bias

current, the Schottky noise in JFETs can usually be

neglected. It is always possible to lower the noise

voltage by connecting several transistors in parallel

(increasing g. twice lead to square root of 2 (3 dB)

noise reduction). At frequencies below a certain
corner frequency, all devices exhibit 1/f noise or
flicker noise, where noise spectral densities higher

than Vn given above are observed.

Low-l{oise Measurement System
We measured voltage noise under consistent

conditions using a low-noise measurement system.

Io was set at 1 mA, V¿, was 2.5 V, and ambient

temperature T was 25oC. The thermal resistance

of the SOT23 package is about 200oC/W, so the
2.5 mW power dissipation gives negligible rise of
junction temperature. As in my original article
(see Resources), we measured 16 samples of each

device and averaged the noise data from 20 Hzto
20kïz of lfand thermal noise. The curves shown

in Figure I illustrate input noise density for various

devices. Measurements of equivalent noise voltage

are described in Table 1.

Two new n-channel devices from ON

Semiconductor exhibited voltage noise densities
from 1.5 to 2 nV/t/Hz: the ON Semiconductor
CPH3910 and the ON Semiconductor 2SK2394.

Another high transconductance n-channel JFET

from ON Semiconductor has significant low-
frequency noise, but can be used successfully at
the frequencies above 5 kHz is the 2SK932. A long-

awaited p-channel device from Linear Systems, the

LSJ74|SST74, has 1.7 nVlr/llz noise. All these JFETs

are high-gain devices with moderate drain current
(I¿ = 5 to 40 mA, 9' = 10 to 40 mA/V)'

Another three JFETs from Linear Integrated
Systems-the LSJ689/1SJ289, the LSK589, and

the LSK489/LSKl89-showed higher noise in the
range 2 to 3 nY/t/Hz. These devices have moderate

transconductance from 4 to 10 mA/V.

It should be noted that two measured devices
from On Semiconductor-the MMBF5103 and the
BSR58-don't have noise data in their datasheets.

This means that the manufacturer doesn't control

noise parameters for these devices. The MMBF5103

and the BSR58 are designed for low-level analog

switching and were included in this study for

Figure 1: Noise

measurement of a number

of discrete IFEIs show

that some p-channel and

n-channel JFEIs can be

suitable for low noise

applications.
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educational purpose.

Noise performance of several low-noise discrete
JFETs appeared on the market in recent years was
measured. The tests were donê in the same way as

in the first part of the article that I wrote five years
ago for Electronic Design (see Resources) so that
designers can make a fair comparison and select
a proper part for their applications. El

Table 1: Measurements of
equivalent noise voltage are

described.

Resources
D. Danyuk, "Measurements Rate SMT Low-Voltage JFETs Under Consistent Conditions," Electronic Design, April 2013,
www.electronicdesign.com/power/measurements-rate-smt-low-voltage-n-jfets-u nder-consistent-conditions.

Sources
LSJ74, SST74, Ultra Low Noise, Single P-Channel JFET
Linear Integrated Systems I www.linearsystems.com/lsdata/datasheets/LSJ74_SST74_P-Channel,_Single,_JFET_Switch,pdf

BSR58: N-Channel Low-Frequency Low-Noise Amplifier
0N Semiconductor I www.onsemi.com/pub/Collateral/BSR58-D.pdf

LS¡689 Low Noise Low Capacitance Monolithic Dual P-Channel JFET Amplifier
Linear Integrated Systems I www.linearsystems.com/lsdata/datasheets/LSJ689_LOW_NOISE,_LOW_CAPACITANCE,_MONOLITHIC_
DUAL_P-CHANNEL_JFET.pdf

LSK589 Low Noise, Low Capacitance Monolithic Dual N-Channel JFET
Linear Integrated Systems I www.linearsystems,com/lsdata/datasheets /lSK589o/o20-o/o20LOWo/o20N0ISE,o/o20LOWo/o20CAPACITANCEo/020
MON0LIïHICo/o20DUAL0/020N-CHANNELo/o20JFET.pdf

LSK489 Low Noise, Low Capacitance Monolithic Dual N-Channel JFETAmplifier
Linear Integrated Systems I www.linearsystems.com/lsdata/datasheets/LSK489_LoW_N0ISE,_LOW_CAPACITANCE_MONOLITHIC_
DUAL_N-CHANNEL_JFET,pdf

CPH3910: N-Channel JFET, 25 V, 20 to 40 m4,40 mS, CPH3
ON Semiconductor I www.onsemi,com/pub/CollateraUENA1965-D.PDF

2SK23g4N-Channel IFET
ON Semiconductor I www.onsemi.com/pub/Collateral/EN4839-D.PDF

MMBF5103 N-Channel Low-Frequency Low-Noise Amplifier
0N Semiconductor I www.onsemi.com/pub/Collateral/MMBF5103-D.pdf

25K932 N-Channel JFET
0N Semiconductor I www.onsemi,com/pub/Collateral/EN2841-D.PDF
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Part Number Polarity

Voltage Noise

Density, Vn,

nV/y'Hz at
I k{z

Equivalent
Noise

Resistance,
R"q-n, Q

Equivalent Noise
Voltage, dBV +5 dBV,

Rs = 0,20 Hz to
22 kHz measurement

bandwidth

Equivalent Noise

Voltage, dBV +5 dBV,

Rs = 0,20 Hzto22kïz
measurement bandwidth,

A-weighted

cPH3910 n-channel r.4 t20 -L34 -136

25K2394 n-channel 1.6 160 -133 -135.8

MMBF5103 n-channel 1.6 160 -L34 -135.5

SST74 p-channel 1.7 180 -133 -136.6

BSR5B n-channel 1.8 200 -131.5 -133

LSJ6B9 (dual),
LSJ289 (single)

p-channel 2.8 490 -129.5 -t32

LSK5B9 (dual) n-channel 2.9 530 -I29 -t32

LSK4B9 (dual),
LSK189 (sinsle) n-channel 3.4 720 -128 -130.5

25K932 n-channel
2.5

(1.2 at 10 kHz)

400
(100 at 10 kHz)

-129 -131.6

Rn-signal source resistance I¿ = 1 mA, V¿, = 2.5 V, T = 25oC


